Good morning! We might actually get a full slate of games in this evening!
Today’s tip……..being ready from the GET GO! The jump ball can have its own issues, we just need to
make sure we are ready for them…….remember the requirements set for the jump ball:

An entire chapter meeting could be devoted to administration of the jump ball. This is not just a
formality; we need to make sure each player is legal on the jump ball. READ these and know the
responsibilities you have (two-person or three-person).
TWO-PERSON

THREE-PERSON

Knowing these responsibilities should NOT be taken lightly! We need to KNOW them!
Now that we have these covered, let’s take a look at the clips to see if you have anything on either of
the jump ball administrations in the video……..here.
How about the first play in the girls game? Anything violating the jump ball procedure there? Actually,
black 10 is standing behind white 2, not permitted (she is in white 2’s space). Take a look at the case
plays as well! In addition to black 10 standing behind white 2 (we should make them move to legal
positions before we toss the ball), did you wonder about a foul by the white jumper? She ‘swings’ hard
at the ball……hard to tell if contact was made on black or not, but if so, we need to be READY to take
care of this right away.
Let’s talk about the boys jump…they had a violation on white….agree? Why? White jumper #23 hits the
ball 3 times, a violation. Good get here on the jump…..hard to tell who had the whistle, but U1 has
primary responsibility for the two jumpers. ANY of the three officials needs to get the violation if it
happens and is seen.
Point of today? Be READY from the time we walk on the floor and when the ball goes into the air!
Have a great game today!
Tim

